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The Time is Now for U.S. Cannabis
Given an attractive growth outlook for both medical and recreational markets in the
U.S., improved execution by operators, healthier balance sheets and current
valuation trends for certain companies, we believe now is an attractive time to invest
(or reinvest) in the U.S. cannabis market. The more attractive companies are those
with established profitable and growing businesses in core markets which are poised
for additional state expansion, but are more overlooked by analysts and investors.
2020 was an evolutionary year of development for cannabis. In Q1/20, the industry
was nearly a year into a valuation decline which began in Q2/19 and continued
through the vape crisis with stock prices hitting a five year low in early March. Things
began to change in the early days of COVID- 19, with cannabis companies deemed to
be essential businesses. Sales accelerated in legal markets at a time when most
other retail industries struggled. With initial sales in Illinois and Michigan, recreational
cannabis moved beyond the coasts. Five states passed ballot initiatives in November.
Some states openly discussed legalization as a tool to offset economic hardship.
Capital markets activity improved late in 2020 with the U.S. becoming the focal point
of investment and M&A activity. We expect the upswing to continue as capital is
becoming less costly for companies on improved investor interest (particularly from
institutional investors), and increased debt financings. According to the Viridian
Cannabis Deal Tracker, debt financings comprised 37% of all capital raises in 2020,
up from 28% in 2019. M&A activity has returned and the industry will continue to
consolidate going forward.
We believe 2020 progress was just a start and expect continued expansion and
broadening mainstream adoption for cannabis in the US. Unlike in past years, we
believe operators are in their best position ever to drive sustainable and profitable
revenue growth. Execution will translate to outperforming investor returns.
Forecasting strong growth: In 2021, we forecast more than $20B in cannabis sales,
up from $17B in ‘20 and expect sales to exceed $35B by 2025. We anticipate
economic hardship caused by COVID-19 will be a key driver of cannabis expansion in
certain states with cannabis providing a rare opportunity to generate taxes and jobs.
Legislative activity progressing: We expect at least 8 states to pass recreational
cannabis legislation this year. By 2025 we believe 36 states will permit recreational
sales (from 11 today). Meanwhile, we believe medical cannabis will be legal in all 50
states by the end of our forecast period. Importantly, we do not anticipate any broad
federal legalization is coming. This means well-run operators can carve out defensible
and sustainable competitive advantages longer term within individual state markets.
Stronger balance sheets and execution: Operators are now positioned to achieve
accelerating top line growth, margin expansion and sustainable cash flows.
Valuations present opportunities: We believe valuations do not sufficiently reflect the
improved industry outlook while a disconnected premium for larger-cap companies
presents an attractive buying opportunity for investors to find well-run, overlooked
companies with outperforming growth potential at discounted valuations.
Launching research coverage: Over the coming weeks and months, we plan to launch
research coverage on public companies in the space, including both plant touching
operators and ancillary service providers. Specifically, we plan to focus on to-date
underappreciated, high-quality names which are poised for outperforming growth and
profitable operations.
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Executive Summary
Given an attractive growth outlook for both medical and recreational markets in the US, improved execution by operators and
current valuation trends which seem out of whack, we believe now is an attractive time to invest (or reinvest) in the US cannabis
market. We believe the most attractive companies for investment are those with established profitable and growing businesses
in core markets which are now poised for additional state expansion (both in terms of financing and given the macroopportunity).

Initiation of Coverage Reports
In addition to this market focused report, over the coming weeks and months, we plan to launch on public companies including
both plant touching operators and ancillary service providers which we believe are underappreciated high-quality names in the
space.

Forecasting Strong Industry Growth
In 2020, cannabis sales were stronger than expected. We estimate 2020 sales to be more than $17B, +43% Y/Y. We anticipate
strong growth to continue in the years ahead forecasting $20B in sales this year and $35B by 2025. We believe growth will
stem in large part from two themes that arose in 2020, a broadening acceptance and acknowledgement for medicinal cannabis
and the economic hardship caused by COVID-19.
Annual US Cannabis Market Sales ($B)

Source: Viridian Capital Advisors
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Regarding the first theme, according to recent Gallop Polling, more than 90% of Americans are in favor of legalized medicinal
cannabis while numerous international agencies including the World Health Organization and United Nations acknowledged the
benefits of medicinal cannabis last year. It has become increasingly unfavorable for states that have been unwilling to
implement medical cannabis programs or willing only to implement heavily restricted medical programs to justify doing so
without legislators being considered punitive to their constituents which may be helped by cannabis. In 2020, sixteen states
lacked material medical cannabis sales within our forecast. States without medical cannabis sales in our forecasts included
some with large populations such as Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and Wisconsin. Even Texas, the country’s largest state,
only had $55M in medical cannabis sales (roughly in line with smaller states like Idaho and Vermont). For most of these noncontributing states, medicinal cannabis laws were in place however an infrastructure for sales and distribution was not yet
established. We expect many of these markets to begin medical sales this year. By the end of our forecast period, we expect
medical cannabis to be made available in all fifty states. For to-date restricted markets, we expect cannabis to be made more
broadly available in terms of registered patients and qualifying conditions enabling the potential for significant growth in sales.
Anticipated Initial Rec Sales by Year (2020-2025E)
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We believe recreational cannabis programs will be used to offset economic hardship for states. We expect economic hardship in
the form of high unemployment and budgetary shortfalls to result in the development of new recreational cannabis programs
and the expansion of existing markets (and particularly those that have experienced limited growth to date due to regulations
and/or underdeveloped supply chains). Cannabis presents a rare opportunity for states to generate new tax revenue and create
jobs (worth noting that cannabis remains a very labor-intensive industry at every level). Over the course of our forecast period
we expect twenty-five states to commence initial recreational sales (compared with eleven today) including the four states which
passed new recreational laws during the 2020 election (Arizona, Montana, New Jersey and South Dakota). We expect each of
these four states to commence recreational sales to some degree this year. With new states coming online in the near term we
believe most laws will be passed through legislative action rather than ballot measure resulting in a more streamlined and
successful rollout of programs given that legislators should be cooperating from the outset.
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Not all developing market opportunities are equal
Not all developing markets will be equal with opportunity discrepancies between states arising based on population,
government regulation and transparency at the state and local level, the size and scale of the existing market and presence of
established operators. Expansion of some markets presents a true greenfield opportunity given limited existing scale (New
Jersey for example) and others less so due to the large existing medical sales (Arizona). The inequality between markets on the
previously listed factors has led to challenging rollout of some markets (Massachusetts for example) versus a smoother start in
others (Illinois). For both operators and investors in more challenging states slower than anticipated growth and even losses
have occurred in recent years. Even in the most challenged situations though some well-run operators have been able to carve
out niches with sustainable profits.
In terms of expansion markets, we believe Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma and Pennsylvania present
significant opportunities for near term growth while populous states. The mostly nascent medical markets in the South and
Midwest present the most greenfield opportunity for growth longer term.

Stronger Liquidity, Profitability and Poised to Execute
In considering the ratio of total debt to market cap as a leading measure of corporate credit quality, the Viridian Cannabis Deal
Tracker recently analyzed the credit quality of fourteen of the largest public cannabis companies. Thirteen companies had a
total debt level valued at less than 50% of equity and of those companies ten had improved ratios in relation to those of 2019.
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Prompted by a tightening of capital markets beginning in late 2019 and lasting for much of last year, cannabis operators were
forced to execute on core operations in 2020. This marked a major change in the industry as previously the focus of companies
was primarily on licensing and expansion. Even many of the largest (and most bankable) multistate operators in the market had
little plan for successful operating beyond initial expansion and capital raise.
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The execution requirement of 2020 resulted in many companies narrowing their business plans, cutting overhead expenses and
paying down debt. Coinciding with the strong consumer demand for cannabis last year, the execution initiatives translated to
many cannabis operators becoming profitable in 2020 and generating positive cash flows for the first time. Further, through
paying down and/or renegotiating debt, operators are now in dramatically improved credit standing.
Given the positive macro backdrop, we expect growth to continue this year and beyond with the average public operator
expected to grow revenues by 88% Y/Y in 2021. Coinciding with revenue growth we expect a scaling of profits with the average
operator in the space expected to report an adjusted EBITDA margin of 24% this year, up from an estimated 8% for 2020. Given
escalating profits and less burdened by cumbersome debt, we expect cash flows to accelerate in 2021 and beyond.
Today, in having developed profitable operations in core markets and in cleaning up balance sheets, cannabis companies are
now positioned to execute on expansion initiatives into potential growth markets. Further, as capital is required to support
growth initiatives we believe the capital markets will again open for well-run operators but importantly in a manner that is more
supportive of long term success and better aligned with investor interest. This factor is highlighted by AYR Strategies’ recent
$110M debt financing. According to the Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker, AYR’s debt financing was only the third ever nondilutive financing for a major plant touching US operator and the first since the beginning of the pandemic. The transaction
reflects the credit-worthiness of AYR as a company but also the industry overall. Only days after AYR closed this transaction,
Terrascend announced the closing of a similar non-dilutive financing with a value of $120M.

Multiple Factors Driving Near-Term Growth
As in 2020, we expect growth in the years ahead to be widespread driven by multiple factors including: continued adoption by
consumers, the lifting of restrictions and buildout of under-developed supply chains within existing markets (most notably in
Massachusetts and Michigan), the initiation of recreational programs in populous states and a broadened acceptance of
medical cannabis. Over the course of our forecast period we expect twenty-five states to commence initial recreational sales
and for medical sales to be available in every state by 2025. For 2020, sixteen states had no or immaterial medical cannabis
sales. We believe attitudes are changing toward medical cannabis and feel that there is limited upside for regulators to not pass
medical cannabis regulation even in the most conservative markets. Our view on medical market expansion are supported by
Gallop polling on American attitudes and the recent bi-partisan passage of the Medical Marijuana Research Act in Congress.

New and ramping medical markets contribute to growth
As previously mentioned, we believe all states will have medical cannabis sales by 2025 and for states with limited sales due to
restrictions to open access in the coming years. Overall, we estimate 2021 medical sales to be $7.8B this year and forecast
growth to $9.5B in 2025. We expect the opening of new state medical markets to be the biggest driver of medical cannabis
sales growth during our forecast period.

Economic challenges motivate new state adoption for recreational cannabis
We believe twenty-five states will permit initial recreational sales before the end of 2025. Following the passage of recreational
laws in last month’s election we expect recreational markets in Arizona, Montana and New Jersey to begin in late 2021.
Meanwhile, we expect a flurry of legislative activity at the state level with legislators in numerous states including Connecticut,
New York and Pennsylvania expected to push cannabis laws early in the year. 2021 legislative initiative are likely to translate to
initial sales in 2022 if not sooner. Economic hardship is the primary motivation for the legalization activity as states are feeling
economic pain from COVID-19 related shutdowns and cannabis presents a rare opportunity to create new jobs and tax revenue.

Expansion opportunities in established rec markets
For existing recreational markets, we believe economic pain will encourage state regulators to be more accommodating to
operators enabling expansion. We expect the Massachusetts, Michigan and California markets to experience this theme most
directly.
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Social movements make cannabis more palatable
Along with economic motivations, recent social awareness is also making cannabis more palatable for legislators. First, the
essential status of cannabis operators throughout the pandemic validates businesses. Second, with a disproportionate level of
cannabis related arrests being of minorities much of the on-going social justice themes in the country align well with cannabis
legalization particularly when linked with social justice/economic empowerment programs.

Social Equity/Economic Empowerment to be a key factor in licensing
We expect each state implementing new cannabis programs, or expanding on existing ones, to include factors related to social
equity and/or economic empowerment in the licensing process. This is likely to lead to fast tracked licenses for companies with
minority ownership or leadership and/or certain licenses being only available for applicants from lower income areas. This is not
to say that large private and public cannabis companies will not be able to access new licenses, instead it is just acknowledging
that there will be additional candidate types involved in the market. Provisions such as these exist in several markets today. We
believe though that moving forward through increased motivation for legislators to develop cannabis programs we expect the
licensing process to be accelerated, transparent and more manageable for all.

Capital Markets Rebound Benefitting U.S. Cannabis Operators and Investors
Resulting from a combination of company underperformance in previous years and economic uncertainty from COVID-19 and
the November election, capital was harder to come by for cannabis operators in 2020 than in previous years. However as the
chart below shows,capital raise activity increased meaningfully in the second half of 2020.
2020 Capital Raise Activity

Capital access impacted M&A activity as well with transactions slowing as operators lacked the requisite capital to complete
many transactions. Capital raise and M&A trends improved in recent months particularly following the election when the path for
new state expansion became clearer however levels are still deflated from prior years. Interest in the US market outpaced that
of other geographies in a change from years past.
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M&A Activity Recovers and the U.S. Dominates

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker

According to the Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker, 90% of all M&A transactions in the 2H/20 were for US companies. We believe
this reflects the improved execution (including in having cleaned up balance sheets) by US operators and the expectation for
improved market conditions in upcoming years. Worth noting, much of the M&A activity that did occur involved stock
transactions highlighting the confidence that sellers have in the long-term success of operators in the US markets. We expect
recent more positive trends to continue moving forward and anticipate an acceleration of activity this year as investors return to
cannabis with greater comfort levels and as operators look to grow into new expansion markets.

Investors Drive Sector Rotation
Two focus areas for investment in the cannabis market were software and branded products. Software was an investment focus
area particularly for private companies with several having been able to raise significant capital during the year. With
compliance with state regulations likely to continue to be a challenge and with home delivery and online ordering becoming a
greater consideration for the industry, we expect the focus on software to persist in coming years both with operators looking to
enhance their capabilities and from investors. Importantly, software and technology as an ancillary service can provide a means
for institutional investors to invest in the space without encountering restrictions. As for branded products, three of the largest
M&A transactions in 2020 were related to cannabis brands while one of the top financed private companies was a branded
products companies. We believe the increased emphasis on brand investment will gain increased importance in coming years.
Another area where capital became more available for operators was from real estate investors with the industry’s lone REIT
(Innovative Industrial Properties) specifically increasing its investment activity. While tenants in traditional industries struggled
to meet debt obligations, cannabis companies have not making cannabis real estate investment a safe alternative. In 2020 the
interest from Innovative Industrial Properties translated to multiple operators completing sizable sale/lease back transactions.
We expect this trend to continue resulting in far more cannabis real estate investment this year and beyond. For operators
increased real estate investment interest is likely to lead to cheaper capital being available and enable a scaling of operations.
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The Cannabis SPAC Emerges
Meanwhile, in the form of institutional investment another important shift occurred in the market with SPACs becoming much
more common in the space. SPACs have raised significant capital for use in the cannabis market over the past two years even
as transactions have been hard to come by until recently. With liquidation dates on the horizon, we saw an increase in SPAC led
transaction activity in late 2020 and expect a further acceleration early this year. We believe that there is more than $1.3B in
SPAC money which needs to be spent this year with more than $900M needing to be put to work in the first half.
SPAC Capital Outstanding by Expiration Date ($M)
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Investor Returns and Valuation Opportunity
Despite outperforming returns since the November election (and particularly YTD), cannabis stocks as reflected by the
Alternative Harvest ETF (the industry’s largest ETF) have significantly underperformed the S&P 500 and Russell 2000 over the
last year with a breakeven one-year return versus +16% and +26% gains for the indexes respectively. Meanwhile, forward
looking valuation levels for cannabis companies are largely in line with where they were last year as multiples do not adequately
reflect the improved outlook and anticipated growth in reported results. We expect valuation levels and stock returns to improve
in the near term driven by continued execution by operators, state market expansions and enhanced investor awareness. With
the improved execution and positioning by operators, investors can worry less about operators potentially defaulting on debt
obligations or of dilution from prohibitive financings in the near term. With many companies, these worries have certainly been
warranted in previous years.
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ETF and Index Returns
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Additionally, we believe institutional investor interest driven by looming SPAC liquidation deadlines and on-going expansion
initiatives by operators will increase M&A activity overall in 2021 and enhance values for public and private companies. Further,
we expect traditional institutional investor interest to continue for technology-oriented plays on the space while an easing of uplisting requirements for ancillary service providers is likely to prompt further investor interest for all operators.
Within existing valuations, we believe there is value to be had for well-run operators which have been to date overlooked relative
to the largest companies in the US Cannabis market.
As reflected in a recent Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker “chart of the week” publishing, smaller capped companies in cannabis
market are valued at a sizable discount to the largest operators in the space despite possessing a more favorable growth
outlook. The top five US companies by market cap have an average EV/Sales multiple of 7.5x 2021 estimates and EV/EBITDA
at 20.5x. This compared with multiples for the broader market at 4.1x and 16.7x respectively and multiples of 3.1x and 15.5x
for all companies smaller than the top five. Meanwhile, the companies with the sixth through tenth largest market caps trade on
average at a 5.1x EV/Sales multiple and 20.1x EV/EBITDA. The relative discount for this grouping comes despite having an
average Y/Y sales growth this year of 122% versus 72% for the top five largest companies.
We will add, these smaller companies in many cases also have been to date more strategic in expansion initiatives and thus
carry less overhead expenses as they begin to participate more broadly in growth opportunities through additional state
expansion. These companies will be less challenged in developing profitable businesses than some overspread peers. The
current valuation disparity by market cap goes against the norm for most traditional industries where higher anticipated growth
typically translates to higher valuation levels. Given the fact that we believe profitability through execution is achievable and that
growth capital will become more broadly available for all, we believe this valuation trend is unjustified. We believe the current
disparity stems from the fact that only the largest operators in the space have been broadly covered by sell-side analysts and
introduced to investors. Smaller (albeit well run operators) have not been to the same extent. We believe the trend will be
flipped in the near term presenting investors which seek out well-run but to date overlooked companies in the space with the
opportunity for outperforming returns.
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Potential hidden gems in non-covered names
As previously referenced, there are consensus sell-side estimates available for twenty-one public US plant touching operators.
Meanwhile, there are many operators in the space for which estimates are not currently available because of the limited
number of banks covering the space.
Several of these uncovered companies have legitimate businesses with sizable revenues and defensible positions within core
markets. In many cases, these companies represent the second-tier operators in the largest US markets. One of these
companies is Liberty Health Sciences which was recently acquired by AYR Strategies through a pending acquisition. Liberty
Health is one of the leading operators in the Florida market and based on its latest earnings report is operating at an annualized
run rate of more than $70M in revenues and $20M in adjusted EBITDA. With the acquisition, AYR is valuing Liberty Health at
nearly $300M.
Other well-run operators which fit in the category of being uncovered which warrant greater investor consideration include 1933
Industries, Bell Rock Brands, CLS Holdings, Harborside Inc., Halo Labs, MariMed Inc., MJardin, Schwazze and Stem Holdings.
Uncovered Public Cannabis Companies
1933 Industries

Branded products company focussed on manufacturing
hemp derived CBD and cannabis concentrates products.

Bell Rock Brands

Owns a portfolio of leading cannabis and CBD brands
including the Dixie and Mary's lines of products.
Vertically integrated operator and wholesaler in the
Nevada market.

CLS Holdings
Harborside Inc.

One of the largest and most established retailers in the
California market.

Halo Labs

Halo Labs is an extraction company focussed on the
Oregon market.

MariMed

Vertically integrated medical market operator with a
presence in Delaware, Illinois, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts and Nevada.

Mjardin

Primarily Canadian cultivation and production company
with managed services operations in Colorado.

Schwazze

Vertically integrated operator and branded products
company in the Colorado market. Schwazze had
previously operated under the name Medicine Man
Technologies.
Vertically integrated operator and wholesaler with a
presence in California, Massachusetts, Maryland,
Nevada, Oklahoma and Oregon.

Stem Holdings

Source: Company Reports
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Outpacing growth anticipated for some undervalued operators
Of covered companies, Red White and Bloom, Jushi, AYR Strategies, Columbia Care and 4Front Ventures are all expected to
have revenue growth this year well above the peers. Of companies with the highest anticipated Y/Y growth this year, Red White
and Bloom (0.4x), Indus Holdings (3.3x), SLANG (2.0x) and Flower One (1.1x) are each trading at EV/Sales multiples relative to
2021 estimates well below levels for the broader peer group despite strong anticipated growth.
For Flower One sales growth is likely to stem from the continued buildout of production assets in Nevada and a return to
demand levels with some semblance of normal tourism post COVID-19. INDS’ growth is based on contributions from the
company’s completed cultivation and production capacity expansion in California. For SLANG growth will likely come from the
transition of the company’s business to take greater ownership of operations with the closing of the company’s outstanding
Colorado acquisition and continued demand for the company’s products in other markets through its licensing model.
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The Time to Invest in U.S. Cannabis is Now
Cannabis is a challenging industry. Building out and running a cannabis business requires significant upfront investment with
substantial overhead costs and operations are beholden to compliance with at-best inconsistent government-run regulatory
agencies. To make matters worse, due to the federal prohibition on cannabis, businesses lack adequate access to capital so in
many cases companies have been forced to go public too early and take on burdensome debt. To gain access to capital or due
to naivety of actual challenges, many operators promised growth initiatives which were never going to be achievable within the
macro environment of the time. These factors, amongst others, have plagued the industry leading to underperforming results
and in some cases out-right failure for some. In retrospect, this should have been expected. Rome was not built in a day but
because cannabis operators are public companies, the cannabis industry was widely expected to have been.
For investors, the underperformance of operators has led to investment losses along with an enhanced skepticism for the
industry in general. Over the last two years, cannabis stocks as reflected by the industry’s largest ETF (The Alternative Harvest
ETF) have underperformed the market dramatically. The Alternative Harvest ETF is up 6% over the past year and down 43%
since mid-January 2019. For comparison, the S&P 500 is up 17% and 46% respectively over the same time line.

Improved execution with established businesses
We believe it is time now for investors to reduce their skepticism. We have outlined the opportunity for growth in the market,
and now highlight the fact that over the past year and particularly in the last six months, operators have significantly scaled their
businesses and put companies in position to succeed long term. Whether having learned from previous experience or simply out
of necessity to survive in the face of COVID-19 challenges, operators have cut costs and refocused on core operations while
simultaneously managing changes in demand. Successful execution has resulted in higher revenues, profitable results and in
many cases sustainable cash flows being achieved.
Q3/20 earnings results reflect this change as reports of strong Y/Y revenue growth, profitable adjusted EBITDA results and cash
generation were common amongst operators in the space including both AYR and INDS. For the top five cannabis companies by
market cap (Trulieve, Curaleaf, Cresco Labs, GTII and AYR), Q3/2020 revenues increased Y/Y on average by 138% while
adjusted EBITDA margins improved from 25% to 36%. Growth and profitability are expected to continue into this year with the
average operator in the space expected to report an adjusted EBITDA margin of 24% in 2021 according to consensus
estimates, up from 7% in 2020.
Q3/20 Earnings Results (Top Five Operators by Market Cap)
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Enhanced capital position
On average the top five operators ended Q3/20 with nearly $88M in cash and in position to generate sustainable cash flows
moving forward. More broadly, capital levels for many are now more tenable with most capital being raised today being used
fund growth initiatives outside of core operations and to pay down higher interest debt.
When capital is required, companies have also proven more capable of raising money without dilution or overly onerous terms.
The ability to raise capital is highlighted by AYR’s recent $110M financing through a four-year debt offering which included no
equity dilution.

Best capitalized companies
With the debt financing and following a recent equity raise ($105M), AYR has the most cash of any operator. We expect AYR to
use the cash to complete outstanding acquisitions and to invest in acquired businesses and existing operators. We note that
AYR currently has roughly $130M in cash committed to outstanding acquisitions and investment.
Along with AYR, Trulieve ($193M) and Curaleaf have the most cash outstanding. We note that our cash estimates do not reflect
cash from Planet 13’s recently announced bought deal ($50M) which is expected to close in February. Based on Q3/20
reported earnings, Cansortium with $4.1M in cash as of Q3/20 and TILT with $4.3M have the least cash. We note that both
companies generate positive cash flows with core operations. TILT will also receive additional cash this year from the sale of its
Blackbird subsidiary.

Cash Position Public Operators (Top Ten Cash Holdings)

AYR Strategies
Trulieve
Curaleaf
Green Thumb
Harvest Health
Acreage
Cresco Labs
4Front Ventures
Planet 13
Jushi Holdings

Cash ($M)
235.4
193.4
84.6
78.1
70.8
68.5
59.6
51.7
50.2
43.2

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker, Company Reports

Looking at cash in relation to debt, only AYR ($67M net), Planet 13 ($29M), Indus Holdings ($14M) and Slang ($1M) have
sufficient cash to cover debt. We note that AYR will take on $68M in debt over the next year as part of transaction expenses. On
the opposite end, Curaleaf (($494M) net), MedMen (($491M)) and Harvest Health (($293M)) have the least cash in relation to
debt.
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Credit ratios reflect improved quality
In addition to capital access, cannabis companies have significantly improved their credit quality. In considering the ratio of total
debt to market cap as a leading measure of corporate credit quality, the Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker recently analyzed the
credit quality of fourteen of the largest public cannabis companies. Thirteen companies had a total debt level valued at less
than 50% of equity and of those companies ten had improved ratios in relation to those of 2019. Of companies which reflect
improved credit quality, TILT Holdings, Cresco Labs and Harvest Health display the most significant improvement on the basis of
debt/equity.
On average the thirteen companies had current debt to equity ratio of 0.21x, down from 0.36x last year. Of companies covered
by sell-side analysts, Planet 13, Terrascend, Green Thumb, AYR Strategies and SLANG Worldwide had the lowest ratio of debt to
market cap. These companies on average had a debt to market cap ratio of 0.04x. We believe these credit levels are favorable
in comparison to high yield issuers in other industries.
Debt/Market Cap Analysis
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Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
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Valuations in Certain Companies Attractive for Investors
For the twenty-one plant touching US operators in the cannabis space for which consensus sell-side estimates are available, the
average EV/Sales multiple is 4.1x 2021 estimates. The EV/EBITDA multiple 16.7x.
Based on EV/Sales, the most expensive stock in the space was Terrascend at 9.2x followed by Green Thumb and Planet 13 at
8.4x and 7.2x respectively. The cheapest stocks were Red White and Bloom at 0.4x, TILT Holdings at 0.7x and Flower One at
1.1x. For EV/EBITDA, Medmen at 30.8, Columbia Care at 26.5x and Planet 13 at 23.9x were the most expensive stocks relative
to 2021 estimates. Red White and Bloom at 1.6x, TILT at 4.0x and Flower One at 5.3x were the cheapest stocks on the basis of
EV/EBITDA relative to 2021 consensus estimates.
We note that our valuations include recent financing transactions for 4Front, AYR and INDS.
We believe a significant premium from last year is warranted given the more favorable macro environment today and the
greater likelihood for execution by operators in 2021. Cannabis investment appears to be much safer than it has been in the
past and as greater awareness for this factor comes to the investment community overall, we expect improved stock
performance and greater returns for investors to follow.
US Plant Touching Operators

Market Cap EV/Sales EV/EBITDA
Terrascend
Green Thumb
Planet 13
Curaleaf
Trulieve
Cresco Labs
4Front Ventures
Columbia Care
AYR Strategies
Jushi Holdings
Harvest Health
Indus Holdings
Cansortium
MedMen
Vireo Health
Slang Worldwide
Acreage
Plus Products
Flower One
TILT Holdings
Red White & Bloom

($M)
2608.1
6937.4
1120.0
8438.0
5191.2
4777.0
792.6
2307.2
1307.6
969.3
989.3
286.9
220.8
95.7
186.2
86.4
929.1
31.6
44.1
108.7
122.7

2021E
9 .2
8 .4
7 .2
7 .0
6 .7
6 .1
5 .2
5 .2
5 .0
4 .6
3 .6
3 .3
2 .9
2 .6
2 .5
2 .0
1 .7
1 .4
1 .1
0 .7
0 .4

21 Rev EBITDA Margin

2 0 2 1 E Y/Y Growth 2020E 2021E
2 2 .6
88%
29%
41%
2 3 .9
54%
31%
35%
2 3 .9
94%
19%
30%
2 2 .3
98%
23%
32%
1 4 .9
53%
49%
45%
1 8 .8
68%
24%
32%
1 7 .2
130%
8%
30%
2 6 .5
143%
-3%
19%
1 2 .1
154%
37%
40%
2 2 .1
174%
-4%
21%
1 5 .8
47%
9%
23%
1 3 .8
86% -14%
24%
1 0 .1
52%
19%
28%
3 0 .8
28% -16%
9%
1 6 .4
60% -13%
15%
1 4 .0
119%
22%
14%
1 9 .9
46% -16%
8%
1 4 .6
57% -19%
10%
5 .3
117% -44%
21%
4 .0
64%
6%
17%
1 .6
933% -13%
24%

M ean

4 .1

1 6 .7

127%

6%

25%

Median

3 .6

1 6 .4

77%

9%

24%

*Valuations for 4Front, AYR Strategies and Indus Holdings incorporate recent financing transactions.
Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker, Company Reports
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Unjustified weighting to market cap in current valuations
A company’s market cap is key factor in cannabis valuation. Market cap size even outweighed anticipated revenue growth in the
minds of investors, a factor that goes against traditional investment thinking. In most instances, smaller companies trade at
higher valuation multiples than larger cap comparisons due to anticipated faster top line growth. In cannabis, the top five US
companies by market cap have an average EV/Sales multiple of 7.5x 2021 estimates and EV/EBITDA at 20.5x. This compares
with an EV/Sales multiple of 3.1x and EV/EBITDA of 15.5x 2021 estimates for all other companies covered with sell side
estimates.
The premium valuation for the top market cap companies comes despite lower anticipated revenue 2020E to 2021E growth
rates (72% for the top five versus 144% for the next sixteen).
Considering the second-tier operators by market cap presents an attractive valuation opportunity for investors. The companies
with the sixth through tenth largest market caps trade at an average EV/Sales multiple of 5.1x and EV/EBITDA at 20.2x. The
discounted multiple comes despite higher anticipated growth with the average Y/Y revenue growth in 2021 projected to be
122% for these companies.
The likely reason for the premium valuation for the largest cap cannabis companies has been presumed access to capital (to
fund expansion and as a cushion against potential operating challenges). Given the improved balance sheets of many operators
and our expectation for capital market access to improve this year we believe the premium is no longer justified. We believe
smaller cap companies in the space present a more attractive investment opportunity and, in this case, specifically the
companies in that second largest bracket appear to offer the best investment opportunity. This grouping includes: Columbia
Care, Planet 13, AYR Strategies, Harvest Health and Jushi.

‘21E EV/Sales and EV/EBITDA Multiples by Market Cap
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Valuation premiums correlate to state exposure numbers
The average covered company has an exposure to six different states. Curaleaf with a presence in in thirteen states has the
broadest state exposure followed by SLANG, Columbia Care and Acreage at twelve states each. We note that state exposure
used in this analysis includes that from both owned operations and outstanding acquisitions. Additionally, state exposure does
not have to be based on plant touching operations. SLANG’s twelve state exposure for example comes mainly through a royalty
business for its portfolio of branded products with the company only recently shifting operations to include fully owned assets
with acquisitions in Colorado and Oregon. Flower One and Indus Holdings on the flip side are exposed to only one state each
with current operations (Nevada and California respectively).
The level of state exposure was correlated to valuation levels at the end of last year. The five companies with a presence in ten
or more states currently traded at an average EV/Sales multiple of 4.9x 2021 estimates and EV/EBITDA at 21.3x. This
compares with multiples of 4.0x and 15.9x for the companies with exposure to between five and nine states and 4.3x and 16.2x
for the companies with exposure to two to four states. The outliers for the lower state exposure company valuation levels, are
Planet 13 and Jushi Holdings.
In general, companies with less state exposure should have higher valuations given that they will have greater upside potential
from additional market expansion in the near term. Moving forward, as under expanded companies move into new markets
enhanced valuation levels should follow. Additionally, not all state markets are equal so the TAM should be more important than
just the presence in an individual state (i.e. California representing ~21% of our 2020 U.S. sales forecast). Under this
assumption Indus and Flower One with their limited state exposures (but exposure to large markets) present attractive
investment opportunities relative to premium priced peers with greater state exposure. Indus and Flower One are valued on
average at 2.2x EV/Sales and 9.5x EV/EBITDA relative to 2021 consensus estimates.
Valuation by Number of States
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Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
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Discount for most profitable operators
According to consensus estimates, the average US cannabis company is expected to report an adjusted EBITDA margin for
2021 of 24%, this compares with 7% in 2020. Of companies, Trulieve (45%), Terrascend (41%) and AYR Strategies (40%) are
expected to have the highest adjusted EBITDA margins.
Despite the high anticipated margins, AYR and Trulieve trade at a discount to the peer group based on EV/EBITDA relative to
2021 estimates. AYR is priced at 12.1x while Trulieve is at 14.9x. We expect the discounted valuation for both to be the result of
investor skepticism over continued expansion opportunities in the companies’ core markets and uncertainty regarding the
timing of contributions from the company’s planned expansion initiatives this year.

Liquidity justifies premium valuations
With liquidity a key factor in cannabis investing and with many operators still in need of paying down debt in the near term, we
ranked the public operators based on debt to total market cap and cash in relation to debt. On both measures, Planet 13 was
the top ranked company with the company having raised significant capital in the past few quarters through private offerings.
We expect the company to utilize these funds for expansion initiatives in the near term however in the interim the company
remains the safest bet in the space given its minimal debt level and sizable cash position. That is even before factoring in the
company’s positive cash flows with its core operations.
After Planet 13, Terrascend and Green Thumb have the lowest debt to market cap ratios.
Based on cash to debt, SLANG Worldwide had the next highest ranking after Planet 13. The company’s discounted valuation to
the peer group (2.0x 2021E EV/Sales and 14x EV/EBITDA) warrants further consideration.

Ancillary service providers offer discounted entry point for investment
Akerna, Greenlane and KushCo. are public companies whose operations are primarily focused on providing ancillary services to
the US cannabis market without touching plants at any level.
On the basis of EV/Sales relative to 2021 consensus estimates, these companies trade at a discount to US plant touching
operators (3.3x vs. 3.9x) despite being able to participate in much of the growth of the industry and being more broadly
available for US investment. Specifically, Greenlane and Kush Co. which distribute cannabis supplies to industry participants are
trading at significant discounts while Akerna trades at a premium to the industry average likely as a result of the increased
interest in software product offerings to the space. As the cannabis market grows so will these companies.
In the near term with execution amongst operators, we expect this discounted valuation to be eliminated as investors look at
ancillary service providers as an entry point into investing further in the space. Additionally, we expect the continued interest
amongst institutional investors for software and technology plays on the cannabis market to drive higher valuations and investor
returns for ancillary services companies.
We expect this dynamic to similarly play out for companies focused more on traditional industries which have a significant
cannabis exposure. These include Gibraltar Industries, Grow Generation, Scott’s Miracle Grow and Turning Point Brands.
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2021E EV/Sales Multiples

US Plant Touching Operators
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Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker

Upside Potential in Ancillary Service Provider Up-listing
Ancillary service providers to the cannabis industry supply products and services to cannabis operators and are a key part of the
industry without touching the plant. As have plant-touching operators, ancillary service providers have improved execution over
the last year in many cases scaling revenues and improving profitability. This comes after many have been similarly plagued by
challenges related to state regulations and a lack of capital.
Recent news of a Weed Maps deal to go public through a SPAC transaction with Silver Spike Acquisition Corp highlights
enhanced investor interest in cannabis and specifically in ancillary service providers. Weed Maps has agreed to merge with
Silver Spike Acquisition Corp at a valuation of roughly $1.5B or 9.4x 2020 revenues and 7.4x 2021. Weed Maps, owned by WM
Holdings Co., offers an on-line advertising platform for cannabis operators connecting consumers with dispensaries in legal
markets.
As previously referenced, non-plant touching ancillary service providers to the cannabis industry face limited restrictions
regarding capital and investment while still being able to participate in industry growth overall. Never-the-less, it has proved
challenging for many ancillary service providers to uplist on leading US exchanges with most being relegated exclusively to the
OTC market. The holdup for many has been the connection with illicit black-market operators (perceived or real). As part of its
transaction, Weedmaps which will be listed on Nasdaq, appears to have overcome this challenge. In recent years, the company
has not been without controversy of this sort, so its uplisting could be a catalyst for other non-plant touching operators to follow
suit in the near term. Uplisting for ancillary service providers is likely to drive enhanced investor interest valuation enhancement.
Given Kush’s long rumored interest in listing on a major US exchange (currently the stock is OTC listed) and the company’s
status in being one of the largest pure play ancillary service providers both in terms of revenues and market cap, we expect
KUSH to be the most immediate beneficiary of the easier uplisting. Additionally, we believe a greater ease of uplisting for
ancillary service providers could translate to some companies breaking up existing businesses into separate plant touching and
non-plant touching entities. For one, we would expect TILT Holdings to be a candidate for this given the company’s plant
touching operations in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and Ohio and the company’s separate hardware (Jupiter) and software
businesses (Baker Technology).
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Capital Markets Rebound Benefitting U.S. Operators, Investors
and Acquirers
Resulting from a combination of company underperformance in previous years and economic uncertainty from COVID-19 and
the November election, capital was harder to come by for cannabis operators in 2020 than in previous years. A limited access
to capital impacted both public and private companies with operators in general having to be more strategic with on-going and
growth initiatives. Capital access impacted M&A activity as well with transactions slowing as operators lacked the requisite
capital to complete many transactions. Capital raise and M&A trends improved in recent months particularly following the
election when the path for new state expansion became clearer however levels are still deflated from prior years. Capital activity
in the US in particular outpaced that of other markets driven by this trend. We expect recent more positive trends to continue
moving forward and anticipate an acceleration of activity this year as investors return to cannabis with greater comfort levels
and as operators look to grow into new expansion markets.

Capital Raise Activity
Total capital raised by cannabis companies in 2020 was $4.2B versus $11.6B in 2019. Both equity and debt transactions were
down in 2020 albeit with a more significant decline for equity. Cannabis companies raised $2.7B in 2020 through equity
offerings, versus $8.4B in 2019, while $1.6B was raised in debt financings, versus $3.1B in 2019.
Of total transactions, 95% of deals came from US and Canadian companies with US operators representing roughly 23% of all
capital raised in the Cannabis industry and Canadian companies at 72%. US capital raise activity was down 62% Y/Y as investor
interest dried up in the face of the on-going vape crisis, execution issues and market uncertainty to start the year before the
pandemic slowed things further. Canadian activity slowed more modestly this year (down 32% Y/Y) as equity issuance remained
strong in the early months of COVID-19.
The average equity raised per deal declined significantly from $22.5M to $12.0M while the average debt transaction was in line
at $20.7M.
Capital Raise Activity (2019 vs. 2020)
Total Raised

Equity

Debt

2019
Value ($ B)

1 1 .6

8 .4

3 .1

# Transactions

527

375

152

Ave Value ($M)

22.0

22.5

20.7

Value ($ B)

4 .2

2 .7

1 .6

# Transactions

298

223

75

Ave Value ($M)

14.1

12.0

20.7

2020

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
With both equity and debt transactions, activity picked up later in the year particularly in the US. 2H/20 equity raises by
cannabis operators (excluding SPACs) represented 64% of total activity for the year while 2H/20 debt raises were 52% of the
total. Excluding the $475M raised by Curaleaf and Cresco Labs in the final week of January, 2H/20 debt financings were 86% of
all activity for the year. At the time of the Curaleaf and Cresco transactions, the debt markets appeared to be opening for
cannabis operators before things abruptly closed in light of COVID-19. The market for debt financings improved over the
summer highlighted by LeafLink’s $250M secured term loan in July and picked up further steam in December highlighted by
AYR Strategy’s $110M debt offering and Terrascend’s $120M financing.
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AYR’s financing marked a turning point for cannabis debt in that the capital was raised without dilution. Previously only two
major plant-touching companies had been able to complete debt deals with no equity kickers either in terms of convertibility or
additional warrants. These previous financings were each done before COVID-19. Equity linked features significantly increase
the effective cost of debt financing. Investor willingness to purchase non-dilutive cannabis debt should further spur the issuance
of debt.
By company, Trulieve, Ascend Wellness and Planet 13 raised the most capital through equity transactions while Curaleaf,
LeafLink and Cresco Labs raised the most through debt transactions.

2020, Top Company Capital Raises (Equity ($M))

Trulieve

86

Ascend Wellness

68

Planet 13

61

Dutchie

35

Eaze

35

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker

2020, Top Capital Raises (Debt ($M))

Curaleaf

300

Leaflink

250

Cresco Labs

175

Terrascend

120

AYR Strategies

110

Including secured financings which have not necessarily been drawn upon

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
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Select private companies raise significant capital
Closing financing transactions was difficult for all in the cannabis industry last year but particularly so for private companies. For
the year, 84% of total capital raise transactions were from public companies and 80% of capital raise dollars were raised by
public companies. This compares to 64% and 69% in 2019. In terms of total dollars, there was just shy of $800M raised by
private companies in 2020 down from $3.6B in 2019. The 78% Y/Y decline in capital raised by private companies compares to
a 58% decline for capital raised by public companies in 2020. With completed transactions too, the scale of capital was down.
In 2020 the average capital raising transaction completed by a private company was roughly $16M, down from $19M in 2019.
With that said, there were still deals to be had for well-run startups with growth potential and a handful of private companies
were able to raise significant capital last year. One trend that emerged with private company capital raises was interest from
venture capital firms in ancillary software companies. As in the public markets, non-plant touching technology oriented private
companies provide a way for large funds to make initial investments in the cannabis space without restriction due to federal
prohibitions. Four of the eight highest fund raising private companies in cannabis last year have businesses based on ancillary
software platforms. We expect this trend to continue particularly as growth for software providers comes through the further
development of home delivery in the market and as companies look for software tools to ensure compliance with regulators in
expansion states.

Top fund raising private companies in 2020
The top eight fund raising private companies in the cannabis space for 2020 included one traditional vertically integrated MSO
(Ascend Wellness), four non-plant touching software platforms (Dutchie, Fyllo, Greenbits and Leaflink), two hemp-CBD focused
(Front Range Biosciences and Kadenwood) and one branded products company (Dosist). These companies combined to raise
more than $250M or 32% of all private capital raises last year.
To date, according to company reports and industry estimates from these companies have raised nearly $750M led by Leaflink
at more than $340M. As we move beyond 2020, we expect these companies to be likely candidates to break-through last year’s
slow IPO trends and go public or to be takeout candidates by well-funded SPACs.
Key Private Capital Raises

Ascend Wellness
Leaflink
Dutchie
Front Range Biosciences

Vertically integrated cannabis company with assets in Illinois,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey and Ohio.
An online market place connecting wholesale companies in the
industy.
Marketplace for dispenaries supporting online ordering, delivery and
curbside pickup.
A hemp and cannabis genetics platform.

2020 Capital
Raised ($M)

Estimated Capital
raised to date ($M)

68

209

40

341

35

53

31

45

26

26

Greenbits

Data and compliance software allowing cannabis companies to
comply with regulatory requirements.
Technology company enabling compliance.

23

47

Kadenwood

CBD branded products company.

15

24

Dosist

Cannabis branded products company, best known for line of vape pens.

15

Fyllo

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
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M&A Activity
As reflected by completed transactions, M&A activity was down overall in the cannabis industry with 85 transactions completed
versus 299 in 2019. Of transactions in 2020, fifty-seven percent of transactions were for plant touching businesses while 41%
were for cultivation and retail companies and 20% were for infused products and extracts manufacturers. 9% of M&A
transactions were for investments which includes multiple sale leaseback deals during the year.
M&A Transactions by Type

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker

Within the total, there were 49 transactions involving US companies completed in 2020 totaling $2.8B. This compares to 163
transactions totaling $3.7B completed in 2019. In 2020, 50% of total transaction value was financed with equity versus 46% in
2019 implying that target companies are more confident in the outlook of acquirers.
Annual M&A Activity

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker

The 2020 average transaction was valued at $57M however excluding Curaleaf’s acquisition of Select ($949M) and GR
Companies ($839M) the average transaction involving US companies was down slightly in size Y/Y at $22.3M versus $22.7M in
2019. Of completed transactions, thirty-seven were of plant-touching operators and nine were ancillary products and service
companies.
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US dominates 2H/2020 M&A activity
In 2019 Canadian and other international markets accounted for a significant portion of M&A activity in the broader Cannabis
market. This trend continued in the early stages of 2019 with Canada accounting for the most transaction activity of any
market, however this changed in the latter portion of 2020 with the US accounting for the clear majority of transactions. The
increased US emphasis likely stemmed from improving market conditions and a more positive outlook for operators and state
expansion initiatives in general. Additionally, easing capital market access likely translated to transactions becoming more
tenable for operators in the US than they had been previously.
According to the Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker, in the second half of last year US companies accounted for 90% of transaction
activity in the cannabis market. We expect the trend to continue this year and beyond with the US proving to be a more

attractive market for consolidation than any other.
2020 Quarterly M&A Activity by Country Market

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
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Uptick in 2H M&A
While the number of transactions Y/Y was down overall, there was a pickup in activity in the second half with a first half/second
half split for the year of 21/28. This is to be expected as there was more economic uncertainty in the first half of the year
considering COVID-19 and optimism for state expansion has certainly picked up after the election.
We expect the increased transaction activity to continue this year as numerous outstanding transactions that have been
announced are completed and as SPACs look to close transactions before their liquidation deadlines.
2020 M&A Transactions by Month
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Shift to expansion markets
By state, there were eighteen states last year that had completed M&A activity including both mature recreational markets and
limited medical markets. California (13 transactions) had the most completed transactions in 2020 with companies looking to
build up plant touching assets in the state. After California, Colorado had the most transactions with six after state regulators
opened the state for public investment for the first time. Moving forward, we expect this trend to continue as well capitalized
operators look to consolidate the large mature market.
Illinois, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania had the next most transactions, each with four completed in the year. Pennsylvania
has become a focus area for expansion driven by expectations for a quickly implemented recreational program this year. As
previously mentioned, we believe this year and, in the years, ahead, M&A activity is likely to focus on other large states like
Pennsylvania that are likely to implement recreational programs in the near term.
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2020 M&A Transactions by State

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker

Largest operators getting bigger through acquisition
The largest companies in cannabis have the most access to capital and were best positioned to growth through acquisition last
year. Curaleaf was by far the biggest acquirer of assets in 2020, completing five transactions with a total value of $1.8B (or
more than 60% of all completed M&A transactions this year). Along with Curaleaf other large market cap US operators were able
to complete transactions this year including Colombia Care, Cresco Labs, Harvest Health, Planet 13 and Trulieve. For most large
market cap US companies, 2020 acquisitions were driven by the theme of geographic expansion.
In considering outstanding acquisitions which are expected to be completed this year, AYR Strategies is the next most active
large operator in the space having announced six separate acquisitions (one is completed) for a total value of nearly $600M.
With these acquisitions, AYR is expanding the company’s geographic footprint from two to seven states.
Five Largest Completed M&A Transactions 2020

Acquirer

Target

Value ($M)

Date

Curaleaf

Select

949

Feb-20

Curaleaf

GR Companies

830

Feb-20

Aphria

SW Brewing

300

Nov-20

Colombia Care

Green Solutions

134

Sep-20

Harvest Health

Interuban Capital Group

66

Mar-20

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
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Investors favorable on large scale transactions
To date, the market has been positive on M&A activity and in particular investors appear to favor large transactions. As reflected
in a recently published Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker “Chart of the Week” the best received transactions in terms of stock
performance over the past year were Columbia Care’s recent acquisition of Green Leaf and Curaleaf’s acquisition of Grass
Roots and Select.
In general, the most favored transactions in terms of outperformance relative to broader cannabis returns were transactions in
which the acquisition target’s assets were at least half the size of the acquiring company. In almost every case in which the
acquisition target was smaller, the stock of the acquiring company actually declined after the announcement.
Stock price reaction to acquisition announcement deal size

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
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Industry leaders capitalized for next wave of M&A
Based on Q3/20 cash positions we believe Trulieve, Curaleaf, Green Thumb, Harvest Health, and Cresco Labs are in the best
position to acquire assets this year. These companies have an average cash position of $97M. We note that AYR strategies
following recent debt and equity transactions and through the exercise of warrants has roughly $230M in cash available and
Planet 13 has approximately $110M following a recent equity raise.
On the basis of cash position in relation to total debt, Planet 13 is by far and away the best positioned operator to complete
M&A transactions this year. In connection with a series of capital raises in late spring and summer along with continued cash
generation in Q3/20, the company now has nearly $60M in cash and almost no debt. We expect PLTH to use its current cash
position to fund an on-going expansion initiative in California and to complete additional transactions in the near term.
Q3/20 Capital Position
Cash ($M)

Cash/Debt

194

1.4

Curaleaf

85

0.3

Green Thumb Industries

78

0.8

Harvest Health

71

0.2

Cresco Labs

60

0.5

Planet 13

57

63.1

Jushi

43

0.7

Colombia Care

42

0.8

TerrAscend

34

0.6

AYR Strategies

23

0.5

Trulieve

Source: Company Reports

Interest in branded products demonstrated in M&A Activity
Investor interest in cannabis brands increased significantly in 2020. This trend is highlighted by three of the industry’s largest
public transactions of last year and the capital raised by one of the year’s most financed private companies.
As previously mentioned, Curaleaf acquired Cura Partners, the owners of the Select brand of products in February for $949M in
the largest transaction in the cannabis market last year. In October, BR Brands closed a deal to acquire Dixie a leading edible
and topicals brand for $43M. In November, Subversive Capital Acquisition Corporation the industry’s largest SPAC announced
the acquisition of Caliva, a California branded products company for $283M. Meanwhile, Dosist a leading vape technology
brand, with a $15M investment from Turning Point brands was one of the industry’s leading private capital raising companies in
2020.
As consumer awareness and interest evolves and as retail operations expand into new states, we expect brand development to
continue moving forward and for investor interest in the form of M&A activity or in capital raises to follow. We believe brand
interest from investors and potential transaction activity is likely to occur with both existing public operators and private
companies which have gained significant share within individual state markets. For investors in brands, the thesis is both on a
scaling of existing opportunities within state markets and a way to play an eventual permitting of intrastate sales or federal
legalization.
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Real Estate Investment Opportunity
While financing was tight for the market overall, Innovative Industrial Properties (NYSE: IIPR) the cannabis focused REIT scaled
operations and increased its investment activity last year. IIPR’s business model is to acquire real estate assets from cannabis
operators in sale lease back transactions providing operators with capital to fund on-going and expansion initiatives. IIPR’s
tenant roster includes Ascend Wellness, Green Peak Innovations, Holistic Industries, LivWell and Trulieve.The company now has
operations in eighteen states and investment portfolio valued at more than $800M.
In Q3/20, the company bought out five properties and funded expansion projects at seven existing facilities. In total the
company invested more than $180M. In the fourth quarter, IIPR acquired 4Front Venture’s cultivation and production assets in
Massachusetts and Washington, before entering into a sale lease back transaction with the company. For FRNT, proceeds from
the sale lease back transaction allowed the company to pay off an outstanding debt obligation.
With the increased investment activity, IIPR has scaled revenues and profits in recent quarters (Q3/20 Revenue of $80M was
+196% Y/Y and FFO was $3.40 per share +223% Y/Y). Driven by the scaling of revenues and profits, IIPR’s stock has
significantly outperformed the market. For 2020, IIPR stock was up 144%.

Cannabis a safe play for real estate investors
Given the success of IIPR, we expect an influx of institutional investors to enter the space with a focus on cannabis
related real estate. One entity, Subversive Real Estate Acquisition REIT, has already announced plans to launch a second
REIT in the market through a SPAC transaction however the company’s anticipated qualifying transaction was delayed in
November and an updated time table has not yet been set.
While tenants in other real estate classes struggled to pay their rent in 2020 in the face of CO VID-19, cannabis industry
operators did not. Of IIPR’s owned properties, only one failed to meet rent obligations and with that property the
company was already able to find another suitable tenant. For cannabis operators, an increase in real estate invest ors
looking at the market will likely lead to more sale lease back transactions and a better availability of capital in general.
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SPACs Become a Focus
SPACs have become an important part of the cannabis industry both with at least eighteen new SPAC public offerings having
occurred since 2017. SPACs are often referred to as blank check companies whereby they raise capital through a public offering
with the sole purpose of completing future transactions. In general, the fragmented nature of cannabis markets combined with
the challenged access to capital for operators makes the cannabis industry prime for SPAC led investment. In recent years,
SPACs have proved to be an attractive way to invest in cannabis for institutional investors including private equity firms. F
To date, AYR Strategies which was formed through five transactions by the SPAC Cannabis Strategies Acquisition Corporation in
2019 is the most successful SPAC investment with the company currently operating as a top multi-state operator.
Cannabis focused SPACs raised nearly $3B in 2019 and 2020. Of the total money raised, $2.4B was raised in 2019 and
$620M came in 2020 with 41% of capital raised by US listed SPACs and 59% by Canadian. SPACs listed on major US exchanges
must de-list with investment in US plant touching operators.
SPAC Capital Raises US and Canada

N am e

Tick er

Ex change

Date of IPO

C apital ($ M )

Tuscan Holdings Corp. I

THCBU

NasdaqCM

Mar-19

240

Mercer Park Brand Acquisition

BRND

NEO

May-19

403

Tuscan Holdings Corp. II

THCA

Nasdaq

Jun-19

173

Subversive Capital Acquisition Corp.

SVC.A.U

NEO

Jul-19

575

Silver Spike Acquisition Corp

SSPKU

Nasdaq

Aug-19

250

Bespoke Capital Acquisition Corp.

NCV

TSX

Aug-19

350

Merida Merger Corp. I

MMK.UN

NEO

Oct-19

100

Merida Merger I

MCMJU

NYSE

Nov-19

120

Stable Road Acquisition

SRACU

NYSE

Nov-19

150

Subversive Real Estate Acquisition REIT LP

SVX.UN

NEO

Jan-20

200

Greenrose Acquisition

GNRSU

Nasdaq

Feb-20

150

Ceres Acquisition Corp.

CERE.UN

NEO

Mar-20

120

Collective Growth Corp

CGROU

Nasdaq

May-20

150

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
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What to do with raised capital?
Typically, a SPAC has between eighteen months and two years to complete a qualifying transaction. If a transaction is not
completed the capital is returned and the SPAC is dissolved. For cannabis SPACs the timing of capital raises in 2019 and early
2020 coupled with the fact that little transaction activity occurred during the early months of COVID-19 has led to a timing
crunch for some operators. This has prompted a number of large scale M&A transactions to be announced in the past few
months. Recently announced M&A transactions include: Silver Spike ‘scquisition of WM Holdings (parent company of
Weedmaps) in December, Subversive Capital Acquisition Corporation’s Acquisitions of Caliva and Left Coast Ventures in late
November and the Schultze Special Purpose Acquisition Corp acquisition of Clever Leaves also in November. Each of the
acquiring SPACs had been a public entity for more than a year and was fast approaching a liquidation deadline to announce a
transaction.

Investments required in 2021
Even following these recent transactions, we believe there is nearly $1.3B in SPAC capital outstanding that needs to be put to
work before the end of this year and more than $900M in the first half of 2021. We expect this required capital investment to
drive increased M&A activity overall and higher valuations for companies in the space in the near term.
SPAC Capital Outstanding by Expiration Date
800

753

700

600
500
400

270

300
173

200

150

100

0
Q1/21

Q2/21

Q3/21

Q4/21

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker
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Legislation Progressing Positively
Cannabis a winner in November’s election
Cannabis was a clear winner of the 2020 election with five state ballot initiatives passing. Voters in Mississippi and South
Dakota approved legislation on medical cannabis while voters in Arizona, Montana, New Jersey and South Dakota (dual vote)
approved recreational laws. Since the election, legislation to actually put a sales infrastructure in place has made progress in
both Arizona and New Jersey. While there is no set time table in place for any of these measures to translate to recreational
sales, we are confident that regulations and initial sales will come before the end of this year.
In the Presidential race, the Joe Biden/Kamala Harris ticket win brings a change in sentiment to the White House and/or at
least a sense of predictability for industry participants. Joe Biden has never expressed support for full legalization however with
his Unity Task Force message this summer he confirmed his support for medical cannabis and state rights on cannabis. His
predecessor, Donald Trump has been vaguer on the topic publicly giving support to state rights but also taking some hostile
actions toward cannabis. His uncertain stance has likely made some operators and investors weary. Meanwhile President-Elect
Biden’s Vice President Kamala Harris takes Mr. Biden’s sentiment further, campaigning herself on the concept of legalization
and in having previously been a sponsor of the MORE Act. Between the two, it is at worst unlikely that the top of the federal
government will be an impediment to cannabis legislation and at best the Biden White House could allow for the passage of
cannabis legislation if it can get through the Senate. Worth noting too, any tie breaking vote in the Senate will now come down
to Mrs. Harris.
In the near term, while the benefits for operators from the passing of initial federal legalization including the SAFE and MORE
Acts would be beneficial, any delay buys additional time for operators to further establish and entrench competitive positions in
key markets (and at a time of growth) before broader legislation is approved. As previously mentioned, we believe the SAFE and
MORE Acts represent initial steps in federal legalization that will have to be made before broader legislation can occur.
Eventual, broader legislation mega-capped outsiders (both from more traditional industries and the Public Canadian companies)
will enter the space. We believe additional time before new entrants come, is beneficial to operators making them more
competitive or attractive as eventual takeout candidates.

If the MORE and SAFE Acts pass the Senate
As previously mentioned the MORE and SAFE Acts are the first two pieces of federal legislation to be voted on by Congress with
the MORE Act passing earlier this month and the SAFE Act in 2019. Even following the Georgia Senate run-off results, we do not
anticipate either measure to pass in the near term. The issue remains partisan and the Senate is likely to have different
priorities given the new President’s agenda, the pandemic and and the impeachment proceedings. Even if they did, neither
would directly prompt federal legalization. Both however represent important steps toward doing so and would make operations
easier for cannabis companies.
MORE Act: The MORE Act would de-schedule cannabis from the CSA and help make state cannabis laws more uniform.
Importantly the de-scheduling would mean cannabis companies would no longer be bound by tax code 280E. Tax code
280E prohibits companies which sell illegal drugs from deducting traditional operating expenses causing excessive tax
rates for operators. Reducing the burden from 280E would enable significant savings for top operators in the industry.
An analysis from earlier this fall by the Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker team found that eliminating 280E and
normalizing taxes to traditional corporate levels would save the top ten cannabis companies $279M annually or $28M
on average per company.
SAFE ACT: The SAFE Act would provide legal cannabis operators with greater access to banking services and capital
overall. Specifically, the SAFE Act would allow traditional banks to provide financing to cannabis companies which
would likely mean a reduced rate on available debt. According to the Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker, the average
coupon for a debt transaction through November is 11.5%. This compares to a typical small business loan rate in the
mid-single digit range according to current competitive offerings. Additionally, the public debt for operators has most
often included warrants which inflate the cost.
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The passage of the SAFE Act would also provide operators with greater access to capital through investment from
institutional investors who are unable to invest due to the banking prohibitions. Eventually the passage could also
possibly permit the trading of stocks on US exchanges, a factor that is currently prohibited for US plant touching
operators. Today stocks of US cannabis companies are limited to trading on the OTC market and secondary Canadian
exchanges including the CSE and NEO. These markets offer lower trade volumes and are less followed by the
investment community.

Estimated Excess Tax Expense from 280E for Top Cannabis Operators by Market Cap ($M)

Source: Viridian Cannabis Deal Tracker

States to push back on federal legalization as state expansion occurs
Of note, we believe the fact that economic hardship is driving market expansion for states carries additional importance beyond
near term growth. As states implement recreational programs as a means of creating new jobs and taxes within their borders,
legislators are likely to be unwilling to give up these factors with an opening of cross border sales in the foreseeable future.
Governors and state legislators are not going to want to see recently created jobs or taxes move elsewhere only shortly after
creating them. We expect this sentiment to slow any progress toward full federal legalization in the near term.
Rather than pushing for federal legalization, we expect many states to push back on any initiatives in order to best capitalize on
cannabis growth internally. Instead we believe a “de facto” legal market will occur across the country made up of individual
state markets. The de-facto status will allow operators in states to continue to operate largely unencumbered by bigger
traditional industry participants (or international cannabis operators) and for well-run operators to carve out defensible and
sustainable competitive advantages within specific markets enabling the scaling of revenues and expansion of profits.
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Medical Research Act passage supports our view for broader medical market expansion
Just days after the MORE Act, US Congress passed the Medical Marijuana Research Act with bi-partisan support. Inclusive within
the bi-partisan support, lead sponsorship for the Act came from a leading legalization advocate in Representative Earl
Blumanuer and outspoken prohibitionist, Representative Andy Harris of Maryland.
If passed, the Act will enable greater access to cannabis products for use in research studies allowing researchers to buy
cannabis from legal dispensaries. To date, all research conducted in the US on the efficacy of cannabis for medical purposes
has been required to use flower grown at one site at the University of Mississippi. Flower from this facility has been hard to
come by and considered to be low quality in relation to that of legal cannabis markets. In addition, the Act would require the US
Department of Health and Human Services to submit a report to Congress, within the next five years, an overview of cannabis
studies and a recommendation of whether cannabis warrants de-scheduling.
While it remains to be seen if the Medical Marijuana Research Act will pass the Senate in the near term, we believe the bipartisan support in Congress further supports our view for medical market expansion in the near term and for an opening of
medical cannabis sales in all state markets before the end of our forecast period.

Federal Cannabis Facility, University of Mississippi

Source: University of Mississippi School of Pharmacy
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Forecasting Broad Strength Driven by State Expansion
Overall, we are forecasting 2020 sales to be $17.3B, up 43% Y/Y from 2019 levels. Within our forecast we expect the largest
markets for sales this year to be California ($3.6B), Colorado ($2.1B), Washington ($1.3B), Michigan and Florida (each $1.2B).
As we look forward, we expect growth to continue albeit at a moderately slower rate than has occurred in 2020. We estimate
2021 sales to be $20B and expect the market to grow to more than $35B by the end of our forecast period in 2025 (+24%
CAGR between 2019 and 2025). Within our forecast, we anticipate growth for both the recreational and medical sales albeit at
a stronger rate for rec. We estimate recreational sales to be nearly $10B this year, growing to $26B in 2025, and medical sales
to be $8B this year and growing to roughly $10B in 2025.
Our US cannabis sales estimates are based on predicted spending rates for both registered medical marijuana patients and the
broader adult population. As previously mentioned, our estimates do not account for federal legalization.
Individual State Forecasts

2020E
Med
Alabama

-

Alaska
Arizona

50
1,000

Rec

2025E
To ta l

Med

Rec

To ta l

-

103

-

-

110

160

46

126

172

1, 000

398

1,010

1, 408

-

103

Arkansas

50

-

50

76

63

140

California

250

3,300

3, 550

332

4,817

5, 149

Colorado

476

1,604

2, 080

412

1,816

2, 227

Connecticut

110

-

110

135

465

600

35

-

35

29

86

115

Florida

1,151

-

1, 151

1,174

1,354

2, 528

Georgia

-

-

-

402

223

625
119

Delaware

Hawaii

75

-

75

77

42

Idaho

40

-

40

53

68

120

Illinois

360

636

996

160

1,545

1, 705

Indiana

-

-

-

170

-

170

Iowa

-

-

-

53

-

53

Kansas

-

-

-

49

-

49

Kentucky

-

-

-

Louisiana

25

Maine

85

30

150

-

150

25

98

215

313

115

17

153

170

-

Maryland

390

-

390

178

762

940

Massachusetts

197

671

868

263

1,023

1, 286

Michigan

873

291

1, 163

378

1,218
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190

-

10

181

Minnesota
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-
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10

-

-
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190
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Source: Viridian Capital Estimates
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Individual State Forecasts (Continued)

2020E

2025E

Med

Rec

To ta l

Med

Rec

To ta l

Montana

120

-

120

31

130

162

Nebraska

-

-

-

41

-

Nevada

100

700

800

52

971

New Hampshire

41
1, 023

25

-

25

40

63

103

New Jersey

134

-

134

187

934

1, 120

New Mexico

240

-

240

62

326

388

New York

260

-

260

572

1,309

1, 881

North Carolina

-

-

-

397

265

661

North Dakota

10

-

10

26

Ohio

114

-

114

344

491

835

Oklahoma

770

-

770

183

682

865

Oregon

100
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1, 100

106

1,082

1, 188

Pennsylvania

400

-

400

161

915

1, 076

Rhode Island

100

-

100

31

156

187

South Carolina

-

-

-

-

195

South Dakota

-

-

-

11

78

89

Tennessee

-

-

-

201

144

345

975

-

975

81

-

81

Texas
Utah

55
-

Vermont

-

35

195

55

-

15

50

Virginia

-

-

-

Washington

-

1,250

1, 250

West Virginia

10

-

-

10

26

24

92

115

251

502

754

1,569

1, 569

45

158

203

-

Wisconsin

-

-

-

220

220

441

Wyoming

-

-

-

27

12

39

9, 473

25, 702

35, 175

To ta l

7, 709

9, 607

17, 316

Source: Viridian Capital Estimates
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As in 2020, we expect growth in the years ahead to be widespread driven by multiple factors including: continued adoption by
consumers, the lifting of restrictions and buildout of under-developed supply chains within existing markets (most notably in
Massachusetts and Michigan), the initiation of recreational programs in populous states and a broadened acceptance of
medical cannabis. Over the course of our forecast period we expect twenty-five states to commence initial recreational sales
and for medical sales to be available in every state by 2025. For 2020, sixteen states had no or immaterial medical cannabis
sales. We believe attitudes are changing toward medical cannabis and feel that there is limited upside for regulators to not pass
medical cannabis regulation even in the most conservative markets. Our view on medical market expansion are supported by
Gallop polling on American attitudes and the recent bi-partisan passage of the Medical Marijuana Research Act in Congress.
% US Population with Rec Cannabis
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Source: US Census and Viridian Capital Estimates
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New and ramping medical markets contribute to growth
As previously mentioned, we believe all states will have medical cannabis sales by 2025 and for states with limited sales due to
restrictions to open access in the coming years. Overall, we estimate 2021 medical sales to be $7.8B this year and forecast
growth to $9.5B in 2025. We expect the opening of new state medical markets to be the biggest driver of medical cannabis
sales growth during our forecast period.
Of incremental growth for the period we expect Texas, Georgia, North Carolina, Wisconsin and Tennessee to be the largest
contributors. Each represents a highly populous state where medical cannabis sales were either immaterial or fully non-existent
in 2020 and expected to be the same this year. We expect these five states to have medical sales in 2025 of roughly $2.2B, up
from $117M this year. Even with that anticipated expansion we note that our estimates could prove to be conservative. On
average the five states are estimated to have medical cannabis sales of under $44 per adult in the state. This compares with
2020 medical sales per adult in the country’s largest medical only markets, Florida and Arizona, of $67 and $117 respectively.
In the medical expansion markets, operators with or able to gain licenses in the near term are likely to benefit disproportionately
from growth. We note that in Texas for example only three licenses have been granted (one each to Cansortium, Compassionate
Cultivation and Surterra).
On the flip side, we expect large medical markets in states that implement recreational programs to see declining medical sales
during our forecast period. We believe the five states with the most significant decline in medical sales from 2021 to 2025 will
be Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Arizona, Maryland and New Mexico. On average we expect medical sales to decline during the
forecast period by roughly $375M however in each state we expect lost medical sales to be more than made up for by those for
recreational cannabis.
State Contribution to US Medical Sales Growth ‘21E to ‘25E (% Total Incremental Sales Growth)
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Source: Viridian Capital Estimates
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Budget shortfalls highlight likely next growth markets
According to an analysis by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, the average state had a budget shortfall relative to its
pre-COVID 19 expectations of 6% for fiscal 2020 (June 2020) while for the current fiscal year that shortfall is expected to grow
to more than 11%. According to the analysis, for fiscal 2021 nearly a quarter of the covered states are expected to have budget
shortfalls relative to pre-COVID 19 expectations of at least 15%. In states where budgets were tenuous to begin with, these
shortfalls will lead to funding challenges in 2021 and beyond prompting unpopular decisions to cut important programs. In the
most impacted states, even historically outspoken opponents to cannabis will likely consider legalization initiatives.
Based on the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis we expect legislators in Hawaii, Wyoming, Oklahoma, New York
and Texas to be most motivated to consider opening recreational markets in the near term (noting that in the case of New York
and Oklahoma this debate is already occurring). In Nevada, Massachusetts, California and Colorado we expect legislators will
look to ease restrictions on cannabis operators to generate increased cannabis tax revenues.
States with the largest budgetary shortfalls relative to pre COVID-19 predictions (Fiscal 2021)
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Source: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities

2022 to bring initial sales in populous states
As previously mentioned, we expect legalization initiatives to progress in multiple states next year including: Connecticut,
Missouri, New Mexico, New York, Pennsylvania and Rhode Island. In particular, New York and Pennsylvania represent growth
drivers for the industry given each state’s large populations. While there has been buzz that legislators in these states plan to
have sales commence shortly after initial legislation we are taking a more conservative view and expect legislation to translate
to sales beginning in 2022.
To date, Illinois has been the fastest state to implement a recreational program following legislation and the first sales occurred
six months after the law went into place. Vermont is the only other state to pass a recreational law through legislative action (in
2019). Only recently did the Governor begin the process of allowing for a recreational infrastructure to be established. At that,
recreational sales in Vermont are not expected to come until 2022. We believe the timing for subsequent states to pass
legislation will be more in line with Illinois than Vermont however accelerating that time is likely to prove difficult.
We also expect Maryland and South Dakota to commence recreational sales in 2022 and overall believe new sales will drive
significant growth in the US cannabis market. Of additional importance, with the new sales roughly 53M Americans will gain
access to recreational cannabis in their home states more broadly nearly half of the country will have legal access.
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US Population with Access to Rec Cannabis (M)
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Contiguous neighboring states should be a focus
Compounding the direct economic motivation to pass recreational cannabis laws is the fact while it is legal to transport
cannabis across state lines consumers certainly do. As other states implement recreational programs legislators have to be
cautious of losing legal sales to neighboring states. This “me too” dynamic is playing out right now in public view in both New
York and Pennsylvania where Governors Cuomo and Wolf respectively have been outspoken about not wanting to lose cannabis
sales to neighboring New Jersey. In fact, legislators with close ties to both governors have publicly discussed targeted
recreational sales to come before New Jersey’s although we believe this time line would be unlikely.
Neighboring state demand is certainly a factor for recreational sales in legal markets. In Illinois, a quarter of monthly sales
typically come from out of state residents according to state cannabis reports. In Michigan a significant portion of demand
comes from Ohio residents while in Massachusetts it was estimated that as much as fifty percent of sales were coming from out
of state residents (mostly New York) in the first few months of recreational sales when initial dispensaries were
disproportionately located in the western half of the state (bordering New York and Connecticut).
In addition to New York and Pennsylvania, we expect potential lost sales to neighboring states to motivate legislators in the near
term across the country but particularly in states that border current recreational markets including Connecticut, Missouri, New
Hampshire, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma and Rhode Island.
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Expansion opportunities in established rec markets
For existing recreational markets, we believe economic pain will encourage state regulators to be more accommodating to
operators enabling expansion. We expect the Massachusetts, Michigan and California markets to experience this theme most
directly.
•

In Massachusetts, we believe an opening of the license process is underway and specifically expect an expansion of
retail into the more populous areas of the state.

•

In Michigan, we expect regulators to ease up on existing local level restrictions (noting that only recently have
authorities established regulations for sales in Detroit) allowing a scaling of sales and for operators to establish a
requisite wholesale market to support the next stages of the state’s growth.

•

In California, the motivation of tax collections in the face of budgetary hardships is likely to cause a crack-down on the
state’s illicit market and for local level restrictions on new dispensary operators in Los Angeles to be eased.

Landgrab anticipated for key expansion markets
Coinciding with potential market expansion, we expect a landgrab to commence in some underdeveloped markets. Operators
will look to establish an initial presence and leadership position in the ground ahead of competition. In each expansion market
to date, existing operators have disproportionately benefitted from exclusive rights to early licensing. In some cases, this has
resulted in sustainable monopolized sales levels and the ability to be grandfathered around existing regulations. To date,
Trulieve in Florida, Harvest Health in Arizona and Planet 13 in Nevada represent examples of companies benefitting from an
early entry and solid positioning within a growth market.
The anticipated landgrab dynamic is already playing out in Pennsylvania where multiple leading operators including AYR (with
two acquisitions) have recently locked in acquisitions to enter the market. For investors we believe a focus should be on finding
companies that can grow through expansion. Investors should also consider the selling opportunity for some operators with
under-developed assets in potential growth markets and the fact that these assets are likely to become significantly more
valuable in the near term.
For reference of public operators, 4Front (MI), Cansortium (in PA, MI and TX), PLUS Products (NV) and TILT (OH and PA) are four
companies with underdeveloped existing businesses in key growth markets outside of the company’s core focus which could
become attractive assets for another operator to acquire. For these operators the sale of non-significantly contributing assets at
an attractive valuation could provide capital to put to work in core operations or with more attractive growth opportunities

Multistate expansion not a prerequisite for success
In addition to state expansion, we note that expansion within core markets can also be attractive for companies specifically in
states with scaling sales and a fragmented supply chain. To be successful companies do not have to expand into multiple
states. We note that to date two of the largest and most successful companies, Planet 13 and Trulieve have been almost
exclusively focused on one market each (Planet 13 in Nevada and Trulieve in Florida).
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Not All State Expansion Opportunities are Equal
As previously mentioned, federal prohibitions make each cannabis market an island unto itself with unique characteristics
based on regulations and supply chain dynamics. Individual state factors create both opportunities and challenges for operators
and drive the theme that not all state markets expansion opportunities are equal.
In our view, the best markets for expansion include those with a limited number of existing operators, sizable populations,
accommodating legislators and existing medical markets which have not to date scaled in size. In the past several years these
factors have been key reasons why certain state markets including Arizona, Illinois and Florida have been more attractive for
operators than Massachusetts, Nevada, New York and Maryland and will continue to be in the industry’s next stages of
development. These conditions are not a pre-requisite to success in a market as well-run operators have found success in each
of the markets listed however they certainly improve the likelihood of success.
Without going into the political environment of individual states, to consider which state markets are most attractive for
expansion in the near term we considered several factors including: the number of existing dispensaries in the state relative to
its population and sales projections and the presence of public companies in the state. Going further, within cannabis markets
we look at which business would be more attractive for expansion in key markets based on the state’s pricing dynamics.

Underpenetrated markets
Utilizing the metrics of dispensaries per million people and 2019 medical market sales per million people, Missouri, Ohio, New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania represent the most underpenetrated markets for near term expansion. We note that for this
analysis we considered states with existing medical programs and sizable populations that have also been rumored to be
considering the establishment of recreational programs in the near term.

Dispensary Sales Per Million People and 2020 Sales Per Million People
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Based on sales per million people and dispensaries per million people, Missouri is the least developed cannabis market in the
US with sales only commencing in the past two months. We believe Missouri represents an attractive market for expansion and
estimate strong sales growth for the state’s medical market in upcoming years coinciding with near term motivations for
recreational market aspirations.
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Of more established medical markets, based on 2020 sales per million people Ohio ($10M per million people) and New York
($13M) are the next most attractive markets for expansion. Based on dispensaries per million people, New Jersey appears to be
the next most attractive state after Missouri with 1.5 dispensaries per million people, followed by New York (1.9) and Rhode
Island (2.7 dispensaries per million people).
We note that large states such as Georgia and Texas in the southern US could present the most attractive opportunities for
growth in the near term with even the implementation of non-limited medical programs. There were no material sales in either
state in 2019 and no medical dispensaries in Georgia.

Deepest public company penetration states
According to company reports for a listing of thirty-six plant touching public cannabis companies, California (twenty-one
companies), Nevada (sixteen), Massachusetts (fourteen), Pennsylvania (twelve) and Maryland (ten) are the states with the most
public companies operating. Meanwhile, Minnesota, North Dakota, New Hampshire, Texas, Virginia and West Virginia each have
only one public company operator. We note that this listing of companies includes vertically integrated operators, non-vertically
integrated retailers and wholesalers and branded products manufacturers.
While not all public company exposure to a state is equal (noting Trulieve’s sixty-eight dispensaries in Florida), it is reasonable to
assume that in states with less public companies it is more feasible for entrants to gain sustainable market share in expansion.
Based on 2020 projected state sales per public company for states with more than one public company present, Washington
($625M per public company), Colorado ($416M), Oregon ($275M) and Oklahoma ($257M) appear to be the least penetrated.
Given that Washington, Colorado and Oregon are the three most mature recreational cannabis markets in the US, it appears
that based on this metric, the most attractive market for entry through building out assets would be Oklahoma. Expansion into
Washington, Colorado and Oregon should most likely come through acquiring smaller established private companies. We note
that public companies were not permitted in Colorado until 2019 due to a required percentage of in state ownership that has
since been lifted and only recently have public operators entered the space (mainly through acquisition of established private
operators). We expect consolidation to become a major trend in Colorado in the years ahead given the state’s high sales. To
date, Columbia Care, Schwazze and SLANG Worldwide have made a public push in the state.
On the flip side, Delaware ($10M per public company), New Jersey ($19M), Connecticut ($22M) and Vermont ($25M) are the
most saturated markets.
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Public Company State Matrix
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Private companies lead the way in some key markets
Along with Colorado, Michigan appears to be a state that is underpenetrated by public operators with only four public operators
having a presence in the state and of those only 4Front has a dispensary (one location in Ann Arbor). Cansortium has a
wholesale cultivation and expansion business while both Slang and Bell Rock brands sell branded products in the state. The
limited public company presence comes despite the large sales market in the state.
While Michigan lacks in public companies, the market does not lack in sizable operators as the Michigan market has been the
focus of several of the industry’s largest plant touching private companies. Private companies focused on Michigan include
Ascend Wellness, Gage Cannabis, Green Peak Innovations and Holistic Industries. In total these companies account for thirtyfour dispensaries in Michigan which are currently open or will be opened in the near term.
With capital markets improving we expect several of these companies to go public in the near term.

Pricing dynamics create opportunities
Pricing dynamics within states can decide the attractiveness of specific businesses.
States with the highest spreads between retail and wholesale are the most attractive for retailers. The high spread implies that
there is an established wholesale market in the state that is sufficient to meet the needs of retailers. For retailers, the spread
implies that profits are achievable on retail sales alone and that it is less important to build-out internal production capacity and
be vertically integrated than it is in other markets. Not included in wholesale pricing is the implicit cost of not being able to get
sufficient wholesale supply at any price level. This has to date been a factor in multiple growth markets (Illinois and Michigan
included) and inflates the actual wholesale pricing in some markets.
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On average, the US premium on a dollar per pound basis for one pound of flower for retail over wholesale is 0.6x based on
pricing data from Priceofweed.com and Cannabis Benchmarks. States with the highest premiums are Washington (1.8x),
Arizona (1.5x), Oregon (1.1x) and Oklahoma (1.1x). This is to be expected as Washington, Arizona and Oregon represent three of
the largest and most mature cannabis markets and thus a wholesale market has been established. For its part, Oklahoma is a
relatively new medical market which has seen significant growth this year. To-date regulators in Oklahoma have been
accommodating to operators and particularly new cultivators. Non-vertically integrated retailers in these states can be
successful in running profitable businesses as the retail to wholesale pricing discrepancy offsets the costs of relying on
wholesalers.
On the flip side, Illinois (0.2x), Massachusetts (0.2x), Rhode Island (0.3x) and Maine (0.4x) are the states with the lowest retail
prices in relation to wholesale. Retailers in these states need to be vertically integrated to be successful as any reliance on the
wholesale market is likely to cut into profits. Wholesale product is not sufficiently available, and pricing is too expensive in
relation to retail.
Looking at wholesale prices as compared to the national average highlights the attractiveness of operating a wholesale
business in some states. Wholesale prices in Illinois and Massachusetts are at a significant premium to the US spot price.
Illinois currently has the most expensive wholesale flower in the country with flower priced at a roughly 130% premium to the US
spot price. Massachusetts is priced at a 121% premium. On the flip side, Washington, Oregon and Arizona have the lowest
wholesale flower prices in relation to the US Spot with discounts of 30%, 15% and 8% respectively.
For Illinois and Massachusetts, demand for cannabis has far outpaced wholesale supply in the early years of these recreational
markets. Additional supply is expected to come on in the near term however given the strong growth outlook in both states we
do not expect the increased supply to be sufficient to change the pricing dynamics. We expect similar trends to occur in other
anticipated growth markets including New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York. Wholesale supply capacity takes longer than
retail to develop in expansion markets.
State Wholesale Price ($/lbs) Premium to US Spot
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2020 Industry Sales Trends
COVID boost and mostly accommodating regulations
As previously mentioned, legal cannabis sales were higher than expected last year. Consumer demand has been resilient
despite challenges presented by COVID-19 and in some cases the pandemic has led to an acceleration of sales. Higher than
expected demand likely stems from a variety of factors including consumers having excess free time, an interest in self
medicating for stress and depression and the receipt of stimulus checks for many this past spring.
For the most part, regulators have been accommodating to cannabis operators permitting curbside pickup and home delivery in
many markets and deeming cannabis operations to be essential businesses. Fear of shutdowns led to a stockpiling of cannabis
in the early days of COVID-19 however from a regulatory standpoint, to-date the primary hindrance to growth in most legal state
markets has been a slower than expected process for the issuance of new licenses due to regulators being focused on
alternative priorities.
State Cannabis Regulations, early days of COVID-19

Source: MJBiz Daily
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Massachusetts and Nevada, outliers on Covid-19 regulation
About accommodating regulations, Massachusetts and Nevada were outliers in the early months of COVID-19. Regulators in
Massachusetts shut down all recreational sales in the state between late March and Memorial Day. In Nevada, regulators shut
down all in person dispensary sales in March. Nevada sales were required to be made through home delivery until curbside
pickup was allowed in early May. In person dispensary sales (albeit at restricted capacity levels) were again permitted in midMay. Prior to the regulations, there had been no curbside pickup and limited home delivery scale in Nevada, so operators were
forced to change their business models entirely during the period of restriction.
For both Massachusetts and Nevada, restrictive regulations resulted in weaker than expected first half sales in 2020 however
sales rebounded with solid growth reflected in second half trends. For Nevada, the regulation impact has been compounded by
reduced tourism particularly to Las Vegas where casinos and resorts were closed for much of the Spring and remain at reduced
customer levels. On the flip side, cannabis sales to in state residents have been higher than expected offsetting some of the lost
tourism sales. We estimate Massachusetts sales this year to be $868M with Nevada close behind at $800M.
We expect improved market conditions in both Massachusetts and Nevada this year forecasting sales in Massachusetts to be
$927M and $859M in Nevada.
Annual State Sales Forecasts ($M)
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Successful launch of Midwest rec programs
2020 brought the launch of recreational cannabis sales in Illinois and Michigan. Illinois sales began on January 1st with
Michigan sales commencing on a limited basis in late December 2019. The two states had significantly different paths to
legalization. Illinois was a relatively new medical market which passed a recreational law through legislative action in June 2019
while Michigan had been a mature medical market which passed a recreational law through ballot initiative in 2018.
Both markets have experienced strong initial sales despite challenges related to wholesale capacity with our forecast calling for
$996M in sales from Illinois and $1.2B from Michigan in 2020. We expect strong sales trends to continue driven by the opening
of dispensaries in key metro areas (Chicago remains underpenetrated and Detroit and other metro areas of Michigan only
recently passed ordinances to allow for recreational sales) and the buildout of additional third-party wholesale capacity in each.
Following a strong first year, we expect both Illinois and Michigan to be two of the largest state markets during our forecast
period estimating 2025 sales at $1.7B for Illinois and $1.6B for Michigan.
Annual State Sales Forecasts ($M) Illinois and Michigan
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Strong sales trends in mature markets
Along with more recently established cannabis markets, large mature recreational markets have experienced strong growth this
year including California, Colorado, Oregon and Washington. Each of these markets has experienced an uptick in demand with
monthly and weekly sales data reflecting record levels despite market maturity.
According to point of sale data from BDS Analytics, on average sales in California, Colorado and Oregon were up 32% through
the first ten months of the year. For its part, sales in Washington for Fiscal 2020 (ending in June 2020) exceeded $1B for the
first time driven in large part on a strong second half. We expect each of the four markets to have more than $1B in sales this
year and anticipate additional growth in 2021 and beyond.
Meanwhile, the two largest medical-only markets (Arizona and Florida) have experienced accelerating sales growth in 2020.
Sales growth trailed an expansion of the registered patient count, an increase in available licenses in both markets in 2019 and
a broadening of available product types (AZ in 2019 and FL 2020). In both, access to legal medical cannabis has been
expanded to a point of providing a de-facto recreational cannabis market for consumers. Arizona and Florida combine to have
more than 530K registered patients with medical card holders accounting for 3.2% and 1.4% of the state’s populations
respectively. We estimate sales in Arizona and Florida this year to be $1.0B and $1.2B respectively.
We note that in Arizona, a recreational law was passed in November with sales expected to commence in 2021. For Florida,
there had been speculation that a recreational initiative may make the November ballot before COVID-19 related challenges
regarding signature collection quieted that speculation. We expect discussions to commence again in upcoming years.

Outpacing demand for wholesale cannabis
As reflected by data from LeafLink Insights, sales growth for wholesale cannabis has outpaced retail demand in recent months.
For August, September, October and November monthly wholesale sales as reflected by the gross merchandise value of product
sold across LeafLink’s wholesale marketplace have grown on average by 126% while same store sales for the period have
increased 33% on average. The four-month trends, reflect both increased transaction activity for retailers and a higher average
ticket for wholesale purchases. LeafLink’s wholesale market place is an online platform through which retailers and wholesalers
can connect.
Y/Y Wholesale Sales Trends (Gross Merchandise Value)
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We believe LeafLink captures a significant share of all wholesale transactions in the market and believe trends reflected by the
company’s Insights platform reflect those of the broader market.
Within overall sales growth, according to LeafLink insights, sales in California and Michigan have outpaced those of the broader
market. We expect continued strong sales growth particularly in the near term for these wholesale markets driven by the scaling
of operations in Michigan as the market in California looks to replace illicit flower that was damaged in wildfires this fall. On a
product level, flower is the largest category.

Monthly Wholesale Prices Reflect Improved Retailer Confidence as 2020 Progressed
Wholesale flower pricing trends reflected the increased demand for the category and improved confidence from retailers
throughout the year.
Wholesale flower prices as reflected by transactions made on the LeafLinks wholesale sales platform were at 2020 lows in
March and April as retailers looked to buy as little wholesale product as possible due to concern over potential reduced demand
levels in the early days of COVID-19, capital uncertainty and looming possible retail shutdowns. Pricing trends increased
thereafter as demand remained strong and retailers needed to restock shelves. Prices increased throughout the Spring and
Summer, hitting a high for the year in September before experiencing modest seasonal declines in M/M pricing in October,
November and December. In addition to the COVID-19 related uncertainty, second half prices were likely to have been partially
inflated by crop damage in key western markets (particularly California and Oregon) from the wild fires as some operators lost
significant product.
Overall, in terms of a first half second half split, the average monthly price in the second half was 13% higher than the first
reflecting the increased demand levels for cannabis flower and the confidence of retailers. We expect higher flower pricing to
continue for the foreseeable future given the persistent supply/demand imbalance in many key US markets (a trend that will
likely be exacerbated with the introduction of new markets) and driven by continued outpacing demand for flower as a product
category.
Monthly Flower Price in Relation to Beginning of 2020
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Home delivery, a new tool for operators and investment opportunity
Driven by consumer spending patterns and enabled by government regulators in some markets, home delivery became an
important part of the retail experience in 2020 taking a significant share of sales in most key markets. Prior to this year, home
delivery in most markets was more of an afterthought. According to Dutchie, one of the cannabis industry’s leading private ecommerce platforms since March online orders have increased more than 700% and the average order size per online order
increased roughly 32%.
Adoption for home delivery was a trend that likely was inevitable over however adoption for home delivery was accelerated by
COVID-19. Home delivery comes through both retailers’ own offerings as well as through third party service providers.
For the industry four key factors arise with the development of home delivery as a key part of the market.
•

Well-run operators can enhance scale and improve profitability: Retailers can reach more customers with sales through
delivery, including customers in towns and cities where dispensaries are prohibited. These sales for well-run operators
come with higher margins given the lack of required overhead expenses with costs limited mainly to the driver.

•

Social stigma of cannabis sales erased from retail experience: For some cannabis continues to carry a stigma so
enabling home delivery expands the customer base to include those who still may not feel comfortable going into a
dispensary.

•

Empowerment candidates provided a greater opportunity to develop businesses: Social reform is a key factor in
legislation for most states implementing recreational cannabis programs with most states offering access to licenses
for previously under-represented demographics. Historically, social justice and/or economic empowerment licenses
have gone for retail businesses with candidates opening non-vertically integrated dispensaries (due to the prohibitively
high costs of vertical integration). Non-vertically integrated retail in many markets is challenging and profits have
proven to be elusive for candidates. Home delivery offers a new form of business opportunity for empowerment
candidates which could offer a more reasonable path to success.

•

Technology differentiation: As home delivery scales, operators require technology platforms to support order taking,
fulfilment and compliance with regulations. This presents an opportunity for technology savvy operators to develop their
own tools (or to acquire software platforms) and for third party software and technology developers to scale sales to the
market. We expect home delivery-oriented software platforms to be a focus of M&A discussions this year.
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Flower remains king
According to point of sale data from BDS Analytics, demand for cannabis flower outweighs that of other categories. In October,
flower was 45% of total sales in the covered mature markets of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada and Oregon in October.
Pre-rolls which are tracked by BDSA as a separate category but are just rolled flower accounted for an additional 9% of sales in
October. We believe sales trends in these states largely represent those of the US market overall with flower potentially having
an even greater share in markets where some manufactured cannabis products are restricted. We note that in Florida, edibles
were restricted until this summer despite the large size of the market.
For much of last year, flower had been expected to lose share in key markets to manufactured products and particularly vape.
This changed with the vape crisis last year even as vape related illnesses and deaths were disproportionately attributed to
nicotine vapes and unregulated products. Since last fall when the vape crisis came to a head, vape has lost significant share to
flower. Vape was 19% of sales in October, down significantly from the sales percentage prior to the vape crisis.
Relative to other manufactured product categories, flower remains the preferred method of consumption due in part to the
perceived value proposition and consistency of product. Additionally, we believe the fact that people have been increasingly
restricted to their homes makes flower consumption more acceptable. Discretion in public is a key factor in choosing to
consume edibles and other more concentrated products.
We believe flower is likely to remain the largest category in the industry moving forward however we expect other categories to
take share. Particularly we believe edibles will be a key growth area for the industry with enhanced branding and as consistency
of products and consumption experience improves. Edibles accounted for 12% of sales in key states in October. We note that
share gains for manufactured products present higher margins for operators as flower remains the lowest margin product
category in the industry.

Flower as a % of Total Sales by State (October)
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Flower is far from a commodity product category
With persistent demand for flower, it is important to note that flower is not viewed as a commodity by consumers. According to
monthly data from LeafLink Insights on the top performing brands in cannabis, brands focused predominantly on flower and
pre-roll products have experienced the strongest growth in the past few months. More than half of the brands that Leaflink
identified as experiencing outperforming Y/Y growth in the four months ending in November had product offerings with at least
a major focus being on flower. These outperforming brands for late 2020 included OreKron, Pacific Stone, Monte Fiore and THC
Design.
Other leading flower brands in Cannabis as reflected by data from Headset and other industry publications include A Proper
High, Caliva, Candescent, Caviar Gold, Cookies, Emerald Farms, Flow Cana, Humboldt Farms, Los Suenos Farms, Sunday Goods
and Willie’s Reserves. Along with marketing, flower brand demand is developed amongst consumers based on several factors
including THC potency, taste, smell, price and consistency of offering. Additionally, with the market continuing to be fragmented
branding is developed through availability of distribution to retailers.
For brand owners, having a sought-after brand can allow for greater margin opportunities on higher pricing. For reference,
according to data from Headset and Priceofweed.com, the top ten flower brands in California are currently selling at a more
than 11% premium to the state’s average on a dollar per ounce basis.
Retail Flower Price ($/Oz.)
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Brands evolving across product categories
Along with flower, brand development continued across cannabis product categories with several brands gaining significant
market share within specific states and even nationally through licensing arrangements. In the cannabis market, branding can
be accomplished by vertically integrated operators selling their own products at owned dispensaries as well as through a
production model whereby companies develop products to be sold by other retailers through both owned production and
licensing arrangements.
While market share data is challenging to come by, we believe brands such as Cookies, Dosist, Kiva and Select are the
industry’s leaders. That two of these brands (Kiva and Select by the Subversive Capital Acquisition Corp REIT and Curaleaf
respectively) were acquired in two of the larger M&A transactions of 2020 and that Dosist was one of the highest capital raising
private companies in the space highlights the perceived value amongst investors for cannabis brands.
Moving forward as consumer awareness continues to evolve and as companies expand across states we expect brand
development to gain greater importance in the market. In addition to previously referenced brands we believe other leading
brands and branded products companies in the market include Cannavative, Dixie, Goodship Company, Hush, K.I.N.D., Level
Blends, PLUS Products, Raw Garden, Seven Point, SLANG, STIIZY and Wana Brands.
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Top Trends in U.S. Cannabis
Top trends in US Cannabis from 2020 include:
Legislation/Acceptance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cannabis companies named essential businesses throughout pandemic.
Successful launch of recreational markets in Midwest.
Illinois became first state to implement recreational sales following fast tracked legislation (six months after June 2019
legislation).
Cannabis a winner in November election with all five ballot measures passing.
Cannabis initiatives progress at the federal level.
Governors in multiple states openly discuss fast tracked legislation to offset economic hardship caused by COVID-19.
“Me too” concerns over neighboring states becoming a factor at the legislative level.
United Nations and World Health Organization acknowledge benefits of medicinal cannabis.
Social justice reform movements align with cannabis.

Growth:
•

Stronger than expected demand for cannabis in the face of COVID-19.

Execution:
•
•
•

For companies, cost-cutting and narrowed focus of operations in the face of economic uncertainty in 1H/20, enables
profitable and sustainable businesses to develop.
Cannabis companies prove to be attractive lease tenants for real estate companies.
Home delivery becomes key part of retail experience. Enables further differentiation for sophisticated retailers and
ancillary service providers.

Capital Markets:
•
•
•
•
•

Financing terms on capital raises improved late in the year highlighting an improving capital market outlook for
cannabis.
M&A activity accelerated in 2H as operators look to expand into untapped markets and SPAC liquidation deadlines
loom.
Initial public investment in Colorado market.
Branded products a focus of investment interest.
Software and technology plays on the market gain importance and become investor focus areas.
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Top trends to in US Cannabis for 2021 include:
Legislation/Acceptance:
•
•
•
•

Legal cannabis provides a potential offset for state economic hardship resulting in fast tracked legislation.
New Jersey recreational launch to have a domino impact in mid-Atlantic and along East coast. Pressure on legislators in
other key states (including NY and PA) to pass recreational laws.
Existing market legislators become more accommodating to cannabis. Inclusive in this trend: more transparent
licensing and a crackdown on the black market.
Broad federal legalization still unlikely.

Execution:
•
•

•

Continued execution by operators drives accelerating top and bottom line result.
Landgrab in potential expansion markets, particularly untapped populous states. Prices for existing operators and
license holders in some “key markets” increase exponentially. Legacy players in expansion markets set to benefit
disproportionately.
Colorado to become an expansion market for public operators.

Capital Markets
•
•
•

SPAC liquidation deadlines prompt investment.
Large scale IPOs of key private operators return to market.
Nearing full acceptance for medical cannabis in the US.

Valuation:
•
•
•

Valuation disparity between largest mature operators and high growth companies flips.
Enhanced interest from institutional investors.
Increased investment in non-plant touching parts of the market including technology plays, ancillary service providers
and real estate.
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specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in this report.
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Other Important Disclosures
This report is provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell a solicitation of an
offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction. The information and
opinions in this report were prepared by registered employees of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. The information herein is
believed by Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable, but
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. is regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, FINRA, and various other
self-regulatory organizations. This report has been prepared in accordance with the laws and regulations governing United
States broker-dealers.
Opinions, estimates, and projections in this report constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report.
They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and are subject to change without notice. In
addition, opinions, estimates and projections in this report may differ from or be contrary to those expressed by other
business areas or group of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliates. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. has no obligation to update,
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modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion,
projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. does not provide individually tailored investment advice in research reports. This report has been
prepared without regard to the particular investments and circumstances of the recipient. The securities discussed in this
report may not suitable for all investors and investors must make their own investment decisions using their own
independent advisors as they believe necessary and based upon their specific financial situations and investment objectives.
Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Furthermore, past performance is not
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research report. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent
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trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Bradley
Woods & Co. Ltd. may seek to offer investment banking services to all companies under research coverage. Bradley Woods
& Co. Ltd. and/or its affiliates expect to receive or intend to seek investment-banking related compensation from the
company or companies mentioned in this report within the next three months.
This research report (the "Report") is investment research, which has been prepared on an independent basis by Bradley
Woods & Co. Ltd., a member of FINRA and SIPC, with offices at 805 Third Avenue, 18th Floor, New York, NY USA, 10022.
Electronic research is simultaneously available to all clients. This research report is provided to Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd.
clients and may not be redistributed, retransmitted, disclosed, copied, photocopied, or duplicated, in whole or in part, or in
any form or manner, without the express written consent of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. Receipt and review of this research
report constituted your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion
or information contained in this report (including any investment recommendations, estimates, or target prices) without
first obtaining express permission from Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. In the event that this research report is sent to you by a
party other than Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd., please note that the contents may have been altered from the original, or
comments may have been added, which may not be the opinions of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. In such case, neither Bradley
Woods & Co. Ltd., nor its affiliates or associated persons, are responsible for the altered research report.
This report and any recommendation contained herein speak only as of the date of this report and are subject to change
without notice. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliated companies and employees shall have no obligation to update or
amend any information or opinion contained in this report, and the frequency of subsequent reports, if any, remain in the
discretion of the author and Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd.
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. may effect transactions in the securities of companies discussed in this research report on a
riskless principal or agency basis. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd.’s affiliated entities may, at any time, hold a trading position
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